An important element of profession is "striving for excellence." In the world of work whether here or abroad, only the best and the brightest made it. Those who work hard to achieve something are blessed because of their hard work and strong will. The mentality of "pwede na," "okay na yan," or "wala na tayong magagawa" are indicators of defeatism and resignation to mediocrity. If we stick and focus to this complacent mentality, excellence eludes us. Idleness and losing hope should never rule a teacher. How much more a leader? The drive that speeds the momentum depends on how we view life. Positive outlook brings success. Most likely, thinking negatively leads to poor performance. Trials are always there. Failures are part of growing up. It is inevitable. What matters most is whatever happens; you stick to the fight even when you are hardest hit. Simply because, you still aspire to be the very best.
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